
T1 - Professional Headset Telephone for Small Businesses and Call Centers. (Headset Included)
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®Accutone  is proud to introduce the simplest headset solution for small offices 
and call centers - the T1 Headset Telephone Kit. Basically a telephone terminal 
designed to pair with a headset instead of a handset, the T1 telephone is both 
elegant and functional. Aside from the basic 12-keys dialpad, the T1 offers Flash, 
Pause and Redial keys, Ring-tone Selection, Volume Control, Mute and other 
standard telephone features.

®T1 is compatible with any Accutone  telephone headset, which is considered one 
of the most powerful and reliable product by the call center industry. Equipped 
with speech-enhanced receiver and noise-cancelling microphone, Accutone’s 
telephone headset when used in combination with the T1 telephone will greatly 
improve the quality of your telephone conversation, on top of simple handsfree 
convenience. 

T1 telephone is directly connected to any standard PSTN wall-jack.
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*For information of other models of telephone headset, please log on to www.accutone.com to download manual.

T1 - Features Overview

T1 Headset
Telephone

Directly connect to PSTN wall-jack.

HEADSET TELEPHONE COMPLETE SOLUTION.
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Convenience One-stop solution with telephone unit and headset

Dialpad Full-function telephone with 15-keys dailpad & LED indicator

®Acoustics Top end sound performance with Accutone  Headset

Stylish Sharp-looking design by Accutone’s Award-winning team  

Noise-Cancelling Perfect product for high-traffic noisy environments 

Cost Effective Direct connection to PSTN wall jack saves setup costs

Tidy Comes with Headset Hanger for saving desktop space
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